The Role of Manufacturing in Sustainable Economic Development: A Case of Guangzhou, China
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Abstract: Economic development is the natural requirement of urban sustainability. Faced with uncertainty in society, including economic crisis and risk, the ability to reduce the stress and increase the security of economic life should be considered. World cities, deeply impacted by globalization and urbanization, deserve more attention with respect to the economic dimension of sustainable development. This study explored the role of manufacturing in the sustainable economic development of world cities, based on research in Guangzhou, China. This paper applies the grounded theory method, whereas data collection was performed through in-depth semi-structured interviews and field observations. This research found industrial interactions between manufacturing and a variety of relevant advanced producer services facilitate industrial upgrading and diversity, which exert positive effects on the city’s economic dimension of sustainable development.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability has attracted an unprecedented upsurge in interest with respect to human development. The United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) constructed a sustainability indicator framework with 15 goals and about 140 indicators which covered economic, social, environmental and institutional aspects of sustainable development in 2001 and changed to focus on three aspects on economic, social and environmental dimensions with 17 goals in 2016 [1,2]. Following the new changes, researchers have attempted to apply various indices to describe or measure urban sustainability [3–5]. Strezov has compared one of nine main indices for measuring the economic, social, and environmental dimensions of sustainable development and pointed out that sustainable development valued economic dimension was the lowest [5]. However, these three dimensions are related to and affect each other. However, economic development is the natural requirement of sustainability [6]. Currently, in the global economy, we are faced with not only the uncertainty of the environment, but also the uncertainty of society, including economic crisis and risk [7]. The ability to reduce the stress and increase the security of economic life should be considered when we mention sustainable economic development [8]. Particularly, for world cities, which are deeply impacted by globalization and urbanization, sustainable economic development deserves more attention.

Since Friedmann’s [9,10] and Sassen’s [11,12] initial work, world cities have emerged as the most dominant vanguard incorporated into the global economy. The control and command function is one of the robust integral parts of world city formation, which is closely associated with the corporate headquarters status of some dominant multinational companies and key nodes in advanced producer service industry [13,14]. Followed closely by the concept of “space of flow” [15], Globalization and World Cities (GaWC) researchers adopted the interlocking world city network (WCN) model to
measure the inter-city relations. The formations of inter-city relations have presented in various forms, such as transportation network perspective [16], knowledge collaboration [17], and corporate networks [18,19]. In the economic perspective, more studies take the approaches on corporate networks. Most scholars use data on advanced producer services, while few use data on manufacturing firms to describe world cities’ production relations [20,21]. For world cities in the global south, manufacturing’s role lacks sufficient attention. Therefore, we follow the perspective of manufacturing and attempt to raise attention on the importance of manufacturing sector development after the global economic crisis.

Guangzhou, located in the Pearl River Delta, southern China, is the third world city in mainland China, after Shanghai and Beijing according to GaWC global city ranking list. Numerous studies show that Guangzhou has been experiencing the process of industrialization and tertiarization [22–24]. With the rapid growth of advanced producer service activities, Guangzhou acts as a hub in the regional service market and links the region with the broader service networks in China and in the globe [19]. Despite more value added in service sectors, manufacturing has kept increasing during the last 30 years. In 2016, the increase rate of industrial added value in Guangzhou (6.5%) was higher than that of national level (6%), and also higher than Beijing (5.1%) and Shanghai (1.1%) [25].

In this paper, we aim to provide analysis on urban scale bringing together crucial theoretical insights from manufacturing in world city and an integrated framework with sustainable economic development by answering the following research question:

How does manufacturing sector affect the world city’s sustainable economic development?

Providing an answer to this question is more complicated by the fact that Guangzhou has been undergoing the process of industrial upgrading from labor-intensive light industry to capital-intensive and technique-intensive heavy industry, which is added to a series of industrial actors being integrated. Acknowledging this complexity embedded in the analysis of the process and mechanism of manufacturing’s role in urban economic sustainable development, a research design based on Grounded Theory Method (GTM [26]) was selected. In this inductive approach, explanation of the research question is not limited to the existing theoretical perspectives. Rather, the GTM allows the explanations to emerge from the data which are reflected in the broadness of the research question.

With this background, the structure of the paper is as follows: the next section discusses the notion of sustainable economic development and manufacturing’s role in world city. Subsequently, the methodology including the grounded theory method and the rationale for choosing Guangzhou as the study area are outlined. Section 4 is the analysis of GTM results exploring the role of manufacturing in the world city’s economic sustainable development. Finally, we conclude by discussing the limitations of the study, further research and by summarizing conclusions on generally.

2. Literature Review: Sustainable Economic Development and Manufacturing in World Cities

2.1. Sustainable Economic Development and Industrial Development

There are various approaches to the definition and characterization of urban economic sustainability. The United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) mainly measured the sustainable economic development by theme indicators as economic structure and development, and consumption and production patterns [1,2,27]. Basic economic growth is generally measured by GDP per capita, investment share in GDP, and a balance of trade in goods and service [2,28,29]. In terms of consumption and production patterns, resource usage efficiency and cost, the intensity of land, water and energy usage are generally discussed [30–35]. Recently, there is more research on industrial upgrading and diversity with economic sustainability [36–38]. The development of industrial upgrading and diversity are considered as long-term fundamental factors in strengthening economic stability [39,40].

The industry upgrading linking with sustainable economic development could be viewed as an effective approach to improve the production efficiency, energy saving and emission reduction, which is linking with green industries and low-carbon industries [41–44]. Fu et al. enriched the understanding
of industrial green transformation in China and highlighted the progress of the knowledge-intensive industry [44]. Zhou et al. established the internal link between upgrading of industrial structure and spatial optimization based on the water environment carrying capacity [45]. Gu et al. developed an inexact fuzzy stochastic programming method to optimize industrial structures and achieve economic sustainability in a resource-based city [46]. In addition, researchers showed that industrial diversity is positive for economic growth and minimizing employment instability in some regions [47–55], which is linking with economic resilience [54,56]. Development economists also use the term diversification. In our research, we make no distinction between diversity and diversification, as if these terms were interchangeable [50]. Diversity refers to the variety of economic activity which reflects differences in economic structure [50,57]. Ernst presented that Korea’s industrial upgrading has integrated with the provision of advanced support services for technology innovation on production design [58]. These close interactions strengthened the technological capabilities of enterprises to lower the use of energy and resource. Chen and Chien demonstrated that dynamic relationships between industrial sectors could improve the effective production and reduce material sourcing, energy consumption and sewage discharge [59].

The existing research has built up the link with industrial upgrading and diversity with economic dimension in sustainability. Nevertheless, the mechanism and the process of the manufacturing’s role in these two aspects have not been explained clearly. Especially, at firm level on the urban scale, the empirical theory is not enough to explain the Guangzhou case. Taking the example of industrial interaction between manufacturing and advanced producer service, we found the innovation of manufacturing could stimulate the innovation of advanced producer service, which facilitates to lower the immediate cost, save energy and resource [60,61]. However, manufacturing interacts with advanced producer service, with what kinds of approaches and what kind of incentives need to be further discussed.

Therefore, in our study synthesizing previous research, selected GMT to explore manufacturing’s role in industrial upgrading and industrial diversity between advanced manufacturing and advanced producer service (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Selected themes of sustainable economic development and framework of the research. Source: made by authors.](image)

### 2.2. Manufacturing in World Cities

In terms of manufacturing’s role in world city, there are three scales to illustrate: the historical scale, regional scale, and global scale. From these studies, we investigate that manufacturing not only exists in world cities, but also plays a significant role in the development process to connect the world with dynamic industrial upgrading. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider the role of manufacturing in world cities’ sustainable economic development.

First, there is historical scale. Friedmann has pointed out that the emergence of the world city was attributed primarily to the new international division of labor with main function of control and
management power [9]. Historical geographers opposed and argued that before the new international division of labor, manufacturing was the main drive for world cities. One of the precedent findings was from Rodriguez and Feagin. Rodriguez and Feagin chose three pairs of cities, Amsterdam–Leiden (during the period of Dutch Hegemony), London–Manchester (during the period of British hegemony) and New York–Houston (during the period of US hegemony), to illustrate the dynamics of world city formation with financial center and industrial center, respectively, as particular types of urban specialization [62]. In these three pairs of world cities, global industrial cities could be world cities with advanced technique connecting other cities in the world. Abu-Lughod chose New York, Chicago and Los Angeles to present industrialization’s extensive influence on urban globalization in social and spatial patterns [63]. In his findings, manufacturing’s impact in history could not be neglected.

Second, there is regional scale. Except for the capital economy, world cities under the developmental state showed different economic features and performance. Hill and Kim demonstrated that Tokyo and Seoul represent different types of world cities because of their industrial policies and state institutions [64]. Distinguished from New York, Tokyo and Seoul have not experienced severe manufacturing decline. On the contrary, they maintain high-tech industrial growth and those productions are concentrated in cities [64,65]. Taipei and Singapore also show similar industrial structures [66,67]. Though tertiary industry has been in a dominant position, they still grasp leading positions on some high-tech manufacturing. These studies have proven that advanced manufacturing has played a significant role in current world cities. Unfortunately, the main arguments of these studies manifested the role of the developmental state associated with various industrial structures, not on the industrial effects.

Third, there is global scale. From the global perspective, some researchers indicated the diversified inter-city relations through manufacturing [20]. Krätke chose the firm-link from “automotive industry”, “technology hardware and equipment”, and “pharmaceutical and biotechnology” to present industries’ connections across the world [20,68]. Currently, some research on Chinese cities has proven multiple pathways to world city formation [69,70]. Empirically, existing literature on Chinese world city centers on Hong Kong, Beijing, and Shanghai. These studies revealed the process of economic transformation from a manufacturing-led economy to service-led [71–75]. However, they paid less attention on the effect of industrial upgrading and diversity on economic sustainability.

3. Methodology and Study Area

3.1. Methodology

Grounded theory method (GTM) is a qualitative research methodology explicitly focused on generating new theoretical insights grounded in a systematic data collection and analysis process. Developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in 1967, the thrust behind the GTM movement was a desire to bridge the gap between theoretically uninformed empirical research and empirically uninformed theory [26,76–78]. In its nascent form, grounded theory can be described as “the discovery of theory from data” and “theory-discovery methodology” with three attributes: the process of data coding, the process of theoretical sampling and the integration of literature [26]. Strauss and Corbin [76,79], and Charmaz [80] modified the process of theoretical sampling from Classical grounded theory and developed Straussian grounded theory and Constructivist grounded theory, respectively. In our research, constructivist grounded theory is the most suitable remodeling of grounded theory to interpret the economic process. Constructivism assumes a relativist epistemology, acknowledges the mutual creation of knowledge by the viewer and the viewed, and aims towards interpretive understanding of subjects’ meanings in the historical, social, and situational conditions of its production [81]. Therefore, researchers who use constructivist grounded theory are often more focused on how subjective experiences can be abstracted to form theoretical insights regarding collective understandings or relationships amongst actors. In addition, the credibility of grounded theory method is consistent with its inductivity origins, which means the systematic comparison for
the key ideas emerging through the data should be validate for the studied experience and related substantive areas [82].

In the topic of sustainability, researchers have adopted GTM to explore specific discussions [77,78]. We followed Charmaz’s approach to GTM as open coding, selective coding and theoretical coding, where the aim of analysis is the framework building based on interview and observation materials to explore the industrial interaction between manufacturing and advanced producer service.

3.1.1. GTM Data Collection

To deeply understand the process of industrial relations, we chose the automobile industry and advanced producer service to unpack the industrial link. The automobile industry is one of the three pillar industries in Guangzhou (Figure 2). In terms of gross output value, after 2006, the automobile industry has been one of the largest pillar industries in Guangzhou. The output value in 2016 was 434.63 billion yuan, which is nearly twice the second pillar industry, electronic appliance manufacturing. In addition, the nature of automobile industry has wide ranges of forward and backward industrial relations. Following the definition of advanced producer service from GaWC, we defined the advanced producer service as banking, insurance, accounting, advertisement, law, management consultancy and logistics [83,84].

![Figure 2. Three pillar industries in Guangzhou. Source: [25].](image)

We drew on the intensive interview format as one of the main methods of gathering rich data in constructivist GTM. Qualitative data were collected between September 2013 and February 2017, as shown in Table 1, with 46 semi-structured interviews covering: (a) automobile manufacturers including complete vehicle manufacturers and spare parts manufacturers; (b) advanced produce services which are related to the automobile industry; (c) industrial associations which are servicing for the automobile industry; and (d) local government officials. Each interview lasted about 1.5–3 h with informed interview questions. Interviews were conducted in the workplaces of those interviewed. Although the sample size was limited, interviewers’ inclusion criteria were rigorously designed. Therefore, the sample was representative and comprised reliable data. The major research questions of this fieldwork contained four sections:

1. General information about the company: history, activities, etc.
2. Information on production: products, trends, factors diving the evolution.
(3) Information on advanced producer service outsourcing: nature, partnership, goals, factors influencing cooperation, etc.

(4) Information on collaboration with other industrial actors and local governments

Table 1. Characteristics of the research interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Senior Manager</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Section Chief</th>
<th>Project Leader</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related advanced producer service</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Association</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td><strong>46</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interview questions were related to industrial link, globalization, and industrial upgrading (Appendix A). Interviewees are experienced middle-level and above managers in firms, industrial associations, and governmental agencies. All participants approved audio taping and transcription, which produced a total of 70 h and over 500 pages of transcripts.

3.1.2. GTM Data Analysis

After collecting the required data, researchers analyzed along the lines of the constructivist GTM with the process of open coding, selective coding and theoretical coding (Figure 3 and detail example in Appendix B). Line-by-line coding of the data is required to ensure its comprehensive synthesis, so that potential emergent themes can be identified [85]. In open coding, the codes were simple and used to lower level of abstraction. Nearly 500 initial codes were transcribed by the researchers. In selective coding, higher frequency and higher importance formed the concepts. About 100 focus codes were categorized into groups. The theoretical coding in the constructivist grounded theory is similar to determine the dimension of categories which shape the analysis process. Seven categories and main parts of focus codes are listed in Appendix C. The researchers constantly adopted the constant-comparison procedure between data and emerging categories from the three coding stages, which compared data with data, codes with data, codes with codes, codes with categories, and categories with each other. During open coding, some consistent patterns were identified, for example, increasing outsource of advanced producer service in manufactures. Likewise, the outsource of logistics, advertisement and advanced cooperation partners in accounting were identified during each of the coding phases and through constant comparison the prevalence of these viewpoints could be established as industrial linkage and interaction. An action-oriented paradigm was used to further sort the data and developed causal relationships between conceptual categories to describe “how” the interaction with manufacturing and related advanced producer service happened. Two core categories were found from the data which helped to develop and understand the manufacturing’s role in economic sustainability. These categories are as follows:

1. Incentives for industrial interaction
2. Process of industrial interaction

Throughout this three-part coding process, memos during the interviews were also used to shape concepts and their properties. Researchers tested the two core categories by reanalyzing them through the comparison of findings alongside more focused literature searchers. It was found to underpin the theoretical insights of manufacturing’s role in economic sustainability and directed the research towards industrial upgrading and diversity in relation to sustainable economic development. Without following constructivist grounded theory methods, it is unclear the mechanism and process of industrial interaction between automobile manufacturing and advanced producer service in Guangzhou case behind the general economic development trends.
3.2. Study Area

Why choose Guangzhou? A brief profile of Guangzhou is drawn with some basic data. Firstly, Guangzhou is the third world city in mainland China, after Shanghai and Beijing, with a total population of 8.5 × 10⁷ with permanent registered households and 8.8 × 10⁸ foreigners registered. The city is the central city of the Pearl River Delta, which is the major base of the foreign-oriented economy in China, known as the World Factory [87]. Secondly, Guangzhou has diversified economy. On the one hand, it has a long history of commercial culture as an international trade port city in the world. On the other hand, it has the well-developed industrial system of southern China with 35 industrial sectors (the national total is 41). Thirdly, Guangzhou is the preferred city to develop an export-oriented economy and internationalized itself by industrialization [87]. In 1979, as the capital of Guangdong province, Guangzhou was one step ahead to attract large amounts of foreign investments from Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau. Nearly 80% of total foreign investment in Guangdong province was concentrated in the city at that time. In 1984, the central government further opened 14 coastal port cities, including Guangzhou, to have more preferential policies to attract foreign mega-projects. The Guangzhou Economic & Technological Development Zone was established at that time, as the first national Development Zone, aimed at developing modern industry, to utilize foreign capital and to improve the value of export products. Presently, the city has three national economic and technological development zones, four provincial industrial parks, and 15 municipal advanced manufacturing bases.

Guangzhou’s manufacturing is experiencing industrial upgrading from labor-intensive light industry to knowledge-intensive and capital-intensive heavy industry [23,24]. Figure 4 presents changes on the industrial structure from 1978 to 2015. Over time, the light and heavy industries have maintained steady growth in the gross output value and, after 2004, heavy industry has exceeded light industry. In 2016, the gross output value of heavy industry was 1358 billion yuan, twice that of light industry [25]. From 1990 to 2016, the annual average growth rate of heavy industry was 19.3%, nearly 5% higher than that of light industry [25]. The gross value of advanced manufacturing has increased rapidly. In 2000, Guangzhou municipal government confirmed automotive manufacturing, petrochemical industry, and electronic appliance manufacturing as the three pillar industries. From 2010 to 2015, these three pillar industries’ proportions of all industrial enterprises above designated size, in terms of the number of units, ranged from 19.46% to 23.83%; in terms of employed persons, from 26.07% to 30.95%; in terms of gross output value, from 48.01% to 48.25%; and in terms of total profits, from 56.05% to 64.29% [25]. There is no doubt that advanced manufacturing is guiding the development of industry. We could clearly find the increasing trend of advanced manufacturing in Guangzhou (Figure 5). Figure 6 explicitly illustrates the fundamental state of environment conditions in Guangzhou. From the changes on volume of industrial sulfur dioxide emission, and industrial soot and dust emission, we found that the industrial emission has reduced.
Figure 4. Industrial structure of Guangzhou in main years (1978–2015). Source: [25].

Figure 5. Gross value of advance manufacturing in manufacturing in main years. Source: [25].

Figure 6. Fundamental state of environment protection in main year. Source: [25].
4. Results

4.1. Mechanism for Industrial Upgrading from the Perspective of Manufacturing Development Incentive for Advanced Producer Service Development

The results demonstrate that the most important contextual factors for incentive for advanced producer service are the demand for production expansion, requirement for market competition and selection of “localization” strategy.

The demand for production expansion is characterized by a series of increases and expansions in production output, assembly lines, and products sales. Especially for the complete vehicle manufacturers, in the initial stage for the industrial development, they prefer to outsource services which are not their core businesses to help them focus on production expansion to reach the effect of scale and balance the cost. In this context, in accordance with the increase in branches and plants for manufacturers, advanced producer services also increase rapidly.

The requirement for market competition has three concepts that are competition for product quality, technique and service. Product quality and technique are the nature of competitions between manufacturers, however, the services during the production sales and after sales are new categories which customers focus on. The feedbacks from manufacturers reflect that 4S stores become popular for local customers to experience the process of purchasing and after-sale services. More complete vehicle manufacturers invest and strengthen the cooperation with 4S stores to shape a good enterprise image with emphasizing both the production and service for customers.

The selection of localization strategy is various depending on the enterprisers. In Guangzhou case, the leading industrial partners of automobile are from Japanese multinational companies, and one of the successful strategies for them to conquer international market is the “localization” strategy. Therefore, the headquarters required branches in Guangzhou to implement the “localization” strategy which demonstrate as the deep cooperation with local actors including local advance producer servicer and local manufacturers. From the perspective of local spare parts manufactures, they appreciated the cooperation with Japanese manufacturers which enhanced their production ability initially. The implementation of localization strategy leads to the increasing localization rate of spare parts and advanced producer services.

The following quotations capture the demand for cooperation with advanced producer service from the perspectives of producers (TOY.1):

“As we would establish another manufacturing base, our production capacity would increase twice than before. We strongly recommended the logistics of Material Center inside the factory to be outsourced. In addition, the insurance for the increasing production should increase as well. Our production value increases rapidly, so we need more insurance to keep our valuable assets safety”.

“Service in products becomes a new approach to attract customers. From our investigation, customers are satisfied with our localization strategy that they could easily contact our local service partners to solve their problems when driving our company’s automobile. Therefore, we continue to cooperate with local advanced producer service to help us attract more customers and cultivate customer loyalty”.

The high level of manufacturing production technique affects the upgrading of advanced producer services as well. As manufacturers (HON.4) who illustrated this:

“We encourage producer service to upgrade synchronously with us so that we could sign strategic contract with high-quality servicer . . . we invest large amounts of money in R&D to upgrading our product, and service in products could not be neglected in competition which we require our service partners to upgrade their service products”.

Similarly, is a quotation from related advanced producer services (LOG.2) who made statements:

“We followed the changes with our partners. When we enlarged our transportation team with more vehicles and drivers, we were in debt. Fortunately, we overcome the difficulty when we successfully took the contracts of manufacturers . . . Now we are one of the top 5 logistics companies in southern China”.
4.2. Process of Industrial Diversity Integrated Manufacturing Development with Advanced Producer Service Development

There are four patterns of the process of industrial diversity from the data. The first one is competitive selection. Manufacturers adopt public threshold and evaluation systems on enterprise size, business capability, and credibility to select service providers. As the standard for partnership selection is clear and public, not only local advanced producer services, but also foreign advanced producer services agglomerate around automobile manufacturer in Guangzhou to compete for the service contracts. Even though the cooperation is built up, the regular evaluation and irregular inspections from manufacturers would operate to keep the service high quality. Usually, manufacturers do regular questionnaires on sectorial satisfaction for service. If they find their employers are not satisfied generally with the services’ work, they would establish an investigation group to evaluate the servicer again, communicate with the servicer to improve their service quality or consider adjusting or canceling the contracts. Therefore, numerous advanced producer services grow up to meet the demands of increasing outsource service.

The second pattern is strategic partnership cooperation. Manufacturers intend to maintain stability in cooperation through signing long-term contracts for outsourcing producer service, signing strategic cooperation memorandum for risk and profits share, or cooperative investing in joint research and projects. These strategic partnerships enhance service capability and influence in global competition. Therefore, it is clear to classify the level of advanced producer services by the type of corporation contract. However, each level of services has made great contributions to local employments. Manufacturers could also lower the negotiation cost and reduce the uncertainty with advanced producer service partners.

The third pattern is joint-venture in service providers. This joint-venture is different from the second pattern on joint research and projects, as this joint-venture in services is building up a new company with existing service partners. This pattern is common in advertisement and logistics service industry in Guangzhou. With more outsourcing service relating to production procedure, manufacturers intend to ensure the confidentiality of service content and require service partner to offer exclusive rights for individual service, which is difficult to accomplish by the existing service system. In this context, manufacturers would be willing to build up branches solely for advanced producer service. To lower the cost and avoid decentralization of operation, manufacturers generally cooperate with existing service partner to establish new company for solely service. An example is illustrated as follows from advertising companies (ADV.1):

“Honda in Guangzhou is our only customer and the main reason for our company’s establishment. We have a close contact with Honda. One of our bosses is from Honda in Japan. Regularly we participate in some important meetings and offer our opinions on consumers’ latest requirements, so that they (manufacturers) will be able to grasp precisely the market demand and adjust their product design. We plan to attract other customers in the future, but now the advertisement task from Honda is totally enough for our profits”.

The fourth pattern is proximal spatial distribution. Manufacturers prefer advanced producer service to set up branches inside or around the plants to communicate directly and immediately. Producer services intend to locate near the manufacturers if the cost is acceptable for more possibility to access to informal information. Take one example from the logistics partner (LOG.1).

“We have our small workshop in the plant and sometimes would get the invitation to participate in some important meetings with manufactures on the research discussion of new products . . . We would also join the dinner with manufacturers . . . Then we would know inadvertently the future development trend of our customers and adjust our serving strategy to get the contracts more easily.”

Under certain conditions, manufacturing companies would send some engineers or technical experts to strategic partners to provide some guidance on advanced producer services. The approaches to interactions between manufacturing and advanced producer service are diversified.
5. Discussions and Conclusions

This study explored the role of manufacturing in sustainable economic development from the perspective of industrial upgrading and industrial diversity. The empirical materials from the automobile industry and advanced producer service in Guangzhou highlighted two sides. First, our findings confirmed the importance of manufacturing development for advanced producer services and the importance of these industrial interactions for industrial upgrading. The upgrading of manufacturing boosts the upgrading of advanced producer service through the competitive mechanism, the types of cooperation and various interaction approaches. Open and clear competitive mechanisms attract global services as well as local services. Different cooperation contracts represent different degree of cooperation which affects the level and quality of services providing. Long term contract with strategic partnership is beneficial for regional service industry to keep pace with advanced manufacturing development. Second, this research investigated the mechanism of industrial interactions more carefully at firm level. These industrial interactions between manufacturing and advanced producer service enriched the present understanding of industrial diversity. In Guangzhou, there are some local services which provide low level services and some higher services which built up strategic partnership with automobile manufacturers. Various levels of service companies contributed industrial diversity in the city. This diversified knowledge spillover is associated with technological innovation which is beneficial for sustainable economic development.

This exploration of manufacturing’s impact on industrial development advances our understanding of economic sustainability to some degree. It is particularly enlightening in the situation of service economy in most of world cities. In Guangzhou, the processes of industrialization and tertiarization happened together. The role of production is still essential for urban sustainable development. The research findings support further that, in Chinese background, the main customer for advanced producer service is still manufacturing [88]. The upgrading of advanced producer service could not develop without the increasing demands of manufacturing. In addition, the findings also further our understanding of the importance of enterprises strategy of localization. The strategy of localization including outsourcing advanced producer services to local actors is significant for industrial diversity with diversified knowledge communication and innovation. Especially for multinational companies, the service outsourcing would bring more industrial cooperation and knowledge spillover where economic development could keep active growth. This positive localization strategy of enterprises is influenced by the regional asset and industrial environment which urban municipalities need to seriously consider [89].

In view of existing knowledge, although the presented result tried to answer the mechanism and process of the role of manufacturing in sustainable economic development from the perspective of industrial upgrading and diversity, it is inadequate to capture all the important features of role of manufacturing in economic sustainability and there are still other perspectives to investigate. The theory will be applicable to a range of cases in diverse fields and in different cultural settings, which is the limit of this research. However, it still inspires researchers to investigate the trend.

Among these results, there are more topics to be discussed further, including an industrial balance of agricultural and industrial production; industrial innovation; resource efficiencies; and a business model for sustainability and a comparison research with other world cities, which have not been done by this paper. In terms of policy implications, manufacturing intersecting in coordination with advanced producer services clearly stands out. It is necessary for governments and public agencies to promote industrial cohesions to stimulate the upgrading of industrial interaction. World cities need a balance between industrial specialization and diversification. Enterprises, the active actors in the economic network, could take more responsibilities in promoting the strategy of sustainable development by enhancing their green production ability and diversified highly efficient services [90].
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Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Interview Outline for Automobile Manufacturers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your company’s status in the industry in Guangzhou?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What are your company’s advantageous competitions in the national and global market?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What’s your attitude towards the relationship between production and sustainable economic development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What kinds of factors would influence the upgrading of industrial technique? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What kinds of advanced producer services would you prefer to outsource? Why? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Do you change your service partners? Why? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>What kinds of factors would influence your decision on service partners? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>What kinds of collaborations would you operate with other industrial actors? Any on economic sustainability? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Interview Outline for Advanced Producer Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What is your company’s status in the industry in Guangzhou?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>What are your company’s advantageous competitions in the national and global market?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What’s your attitude towards the relationship between service and sustainable economic development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What kinds of factors would influence the upgrading of service technique? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>How would you interact with automobile manufacturers? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>How often would you interact with automobile manufacturers? Why? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>What kinds of factors would influence your service with manufactures? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>What kinds of collaborations would you operate with other industrial actors? Any on economic sustainability? Please provide two or more examples and briefly describe them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Figure A1. Main Sample of Summarizing Paraphrases of Core Characteristics Coding in GTM Process. (Source: made by authors).

Appendix C

Table A2. Main Coding Results of Categories, Concepts and Focus Codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incentive for industrial interaction</td>
<td>Demand for production expansion</td>
<td>Increase of production output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Increase of product sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expansion of assembly line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Advances in production technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement for market competition</td>
<td>Competitiveness for service during production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competitiveness for after-sales service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competitiveness for production technique</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localization strategy</td>
<td>Multichannel integration into the local market</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diversified products for various levels of consumers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Localization of spare part providers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outsource of advanced producer services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process of industrial interaction</td>
<td>Competative selection</td>
<td>Scale threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Irregular inspections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic partnership</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sign long-term contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sign strategic cooperation memorandum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Joint research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint-venture investments</td>
<td></td>
<td>Capital investments with joint-venture services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technique investments with joint-venture services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sole investment in subsidiary services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity effect</td>
<td></td>
<td>Regular meetings held in factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Close contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adjacent guidance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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